PRASAR BHARATI
(INDIA'S PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTER)
PRASAR BHARATI SECRETARIAT
PRASAR BHARATI HOUSE
COPERNICUS MARG, NEW DELHI

No:-A-10012/5/2017-PPC
Dated:12.06.2020

OFFICE ORDER NO: 158/2020-PPC

In continuation to Prasar Bharati Secretariats office order no.140/2020-PPC dated 18.05.2020 approval of the Competent Authority in Prasar Bharati is conveyed to the extension of deputation for the fourth year in Prasar Bharati in respect of Sh. Rajeev Malhotra, Dy. Director (Admn.) i.e. w.e.f 19.05.2020 to 18.05.2021.

(ALOK KUMAR SHARMA)
DIRECTOR (PERS)

To,

1. The concerned officer at PBS
2. ADG(A), PBS
3. DDG(A), DG:AIR, Akashwani Bhawan, New Delhi.
4. Dy. Director (Admn), S-1(A), DG:AIR
6. DDG(T) with the request to upload the order on website.
7. Hindi Unit for hindi version.
8. Office orders folder.